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introduction

Preparation
Successful detoxing starts with the crucial steps of preparation. The three key steps to sustaining this ‘detox
programme’ will assist you in maintaining your life as a drama free zone!
You will need a journal, colouring pens & or paints, an open mind, courage and a compassionate heart.

1. SUGA'DRAMA WITHDRAWL
Preparing the mind and body to experience a withdrawal. Equip yourself with empowering and supportive
information. Read this whole book before choosing your day 1. Learn why and how we become addicted to
drama. Knowledge is power.

2. COURAGE
Activating the will power to stick to the “drama free programme”. Creating new habits is a process.
Endurance for this journey will be anchored by a motiving mantra which is personal to you. Start a
journal and write down your feelings, insights, new tools and skills. This journal will become an empowering
reference guide in times of need.

Why did you decide to read this book?

What are you ready and willing to let go of?

How is drama negatively impacting your life?

The brutal honest answers to these catalyzing questions will be your motivation.
If you get distracted or falter, read your reasons for starting this journey and
get back on track.

3. CHANGE
Creating new structures in your daily life in order to integrate drama free living as new ways of being.
Equipping yourself with the tools to stop engaging in drama are profoundly valuable to drama free living
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chapter 1

Drama
Addiction
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Addicted to drama
Letting go of the white knuckle life
WHAT IS DRAMA?
The drama I am referring to here is the destructive stories (and hence experiences) we set up for
ourselves in our worlds, which center around three main characteristic roles:
• the victim,
• the rescuer and
• the persecutor.
This co-dependent dynamic of three’s a company does not play out well, and creates a grand scale
DRAMA.
It helps to think of DRAMA in terms of an acronym for Destructive Roles attributing Major Anxiety. I
don’t think any of us really want to live in this entangled anxious way.
We live in a world which advocates drama as a norm on every level. It has seeped into our
consciousness through every form of conditioning. We sing about it, we talk about (and talk about
and talk about it), we get bored without it, we read about it, we write about, and we view it as
entertainment. It has become our number 1 addiction... DRAMA!
It is rewarded in our society. Think about the number 1 hit song which tells a story of heartbreak,
disempowerment, angst and pain or the revenge version. The Reality TV show which we are glued
too, depicting a variety of toxic relationships expressed as someone getting backstabbed,
someone holding the metaphoric (or real) knife, and the friend who is in the middle.
Without the drama, how do we connect with others?
If there’s no gossip, no tragic news story, no heartbroken love song, no victim to be rescued, no
boss to complain about. What will we talk about or how will we entertain ourselves?

DRAMA

doesn't just find you
EITHER YOU

create it

invite it
OR

enable it
©Eleftheria Kakambouras 2019
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Addicted to drama
Letting go of the white knuckle life
Drama does not just find you and pull you unto the stage unwillingly. We allow drama to penetrate
our lives through either creating it, inviting it, engaging in it, or associating with it.
The first step to recovery is admitting the truth of our involvement in the drama. As long as we
stay in denial of our part we play in this toxic triangle, we will stay stuck in it stifling grip.
Drama does not just find you and pull you unto its catastrophic stage unwillingly. We allow
drama to penetrate our lives through either creating it, inviting it, engaging in it, or associating
with it.
Are you addicted to drama? Getting real about your life and how you interact in relationships is
the first stage of this powerful detox.
We can only change the things we choose to acknowledge.

CREATING DRAMA
Your date is late for dinner and you launch into an attack when he arrives. You have already
decided that he is having an affair, without any proof.
Perhaps your partner stirred up a conflict, but how will starting off the date as the antagonist help?
Of course you have a right to your feelings, but before reacting ask yourself if you are making
assumptions and if there could be another possible reason?

CRAVING ATTENTION
The only time your mother pays attention to you, cooks your favourite meals or comforts you is
when you have 'problems".
Perhaps you are using this attention, albeit negative, to affirm an underlying need to be “loved’ or
acknowledged. Think about the reaction you are wanting to evoke and find the motivation
behind it. Does a turbulent relationship give you a sense of excitement or even a “rush’?

CONTROLLING THE SITUATION
When you get into an argument with someone, you can’t walk away. Getting in the last word in
an argument gives you a sense of winning and being in control.
Most of the time, the victorious person walks away and reengages a resolving conversation when
both people have calmed down.

My very wise godfather passed down one of his pearls to me in relation to conflict:
"One second of silence can buy you a thousand years of peace."
- His Emminence Metropolitan Panteleimon of Antinoes
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Addicted to drama
Letting go of the white knuckle life
SELF-REFLECTIVE EXCERCISES

1. Make a quick list right now of your favourite
• Movie
• Book
• Song

Now think for a moment about the story they tell, the feelings they evoke and how you relate to this story.
Perhaps you would like to journal this down.

2. Describe your relationship with your best friend
• What do you talk about? What is your favourite subject to connect on?
• Is it a healthy relationship?

Define for yourself what a healthy relationship looks like and how it works. Then do some
research on it. Look up co-dependent relationships

3. Now think about your most challenging relationship right now.
• Who is it with?
• Is it filled with drama?
• Which dynamics are involved?

Take a moment to describe this situation in your journal, and your feelings and thoughts which
come up as you think about this situation
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Drama
Triangle
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drama psychology
Karpman’s Drama Triangle
The “drama triangle” is a psychological (and social) model of human interaction in Transactional
Analysis and is used in psychology and psychotherapy (1) (2). This model was first describe by
Stephan Karpman, M.D. in his 1968 article titled “Fairy Tales and Script Drama Analysis” (3)
The model postulates three habitual roles which people often personify in a situation. Simply
stated, these are the perpetual roles we play in dysfunctional relationships.
The three roles are:
• The Victim. The person who is always suffering and being abused. Feels powerless, "poor me"
paradigm.
• The Persecutor. The person who intimidates, oppresses or persecutes the Victim. In other words,
the bully.
• The Rescuer. The person who intervenes, placing themselves between the persecutor and victim,
on the surface as a means to help the situation or the underdog and be the hero. Fears not being
needed. "Poor You" paradigm.
VICTIM

RESCUER

PERSECUTOR

Image adapted from Karpman’s Drama Triangle

Which role do you immediately recognize? Is it a role you experience in
others?
Or is it a role you identify with?
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drama psychology
Karpman's Drama Triangle
If we have not done the necessary personal growth work to deal with our issues and unresolved
emotional pain, we will play out these roles as an unconscious strategy to resolve this inner
tension.
We will participate in intense drama, destructive relationships, repeat the experience of
unresolved conflicts. Unconsciously we will set up situations in our lives in order for our ‘knee-jerk
role’ to play out its toxic game pattern. Depending on our family dynamics, personality type and
learnt behaviours, we will choose a role which we prefer to play.
We often enter the drama triangle with one role, however, once we are in the heights of the
illusionary crisis, we will switch roles unknowingly. The relationship dynamics of the three roles in
the triangle feels entrapped and entangled at which point the switching will begin.
The victim can become the persecutor through aggressively accusing everyone of not helping
them, and manipulating and punishing those they perceive are not rescuing them.
The rescuer, who will come under attack for its unsolicited “meddling” advice will switch to the
victim who feels martyred as no-one appreciates their efforts, saying and thinking self-defeating
statements like: “after all I have done for you, how can you treat me this way?”
In this dysfunctional dynamic the patterns of switching and chaos is an incessant and a
downward spiral of misery.

WHO CAN WE CLASSIFIED AS A HELPLESS VICTIM?
A child or an animal who are unable to help themselves. An adult is in a position to make different
choices, reach out and change their situation. We can always be proactive about any challenge or
problem.
This does not discount or minimise the traumatic experience of being victimised by a perpetrator.
In fact, this acknowledgement is designed in aid of empowering the victim to step into the victor
role by taking accountability of our choice of response to the situation. Will you let this experience
define you, cripple you, stunt you, or will you alchemize it into an experience of personal growth?
The choice remains yours. The power is in your hands

WHO NEEDS RESCUEING?
Only a true victim, in which case it is not rescuing but intervening with strategies and viable
solutions. A rescuer has a surface motive of “helping to solve a problem” with great apparent
effort, yet also has a hidden motive of gaining something beneficial for themselves.
This is the moment where I can hear all the rescuers protestith too much! The underlying motives
for our behaviours are hidden from our conscious awareness until such time as we journey into
the depth of our shadow selves, and see for ourselves what behavioural pay-off’s we gain in those
dynamics.
The rescuer’s incentive may be to leave with a sense of self-worth, status as the hero, and a deep
need for approval, to feel needed, to be valued as a “good person”.
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drama psychology
Karpman's Drama Triangle
SWITCHING ROLES EXAMPLE:
Marsha has a friend who is in a toxic co-dependent relationship. Nicole often calls Marsha,
complaining about her boyfriend Ted and the way he mistreats her (Persecutor). Marsha gives
her advice, but Nicole dismisses it or comes up with excuses why this advice will not work.
(Victim) One day Nicole calls again crying, Marsha desperately wants to help and feels quite
frustrated at this stage. She offers to fetch Nicole right away, to help pack her bags and invites
her to stay at her place for a few days (Rescuer).
Nicole confides in Marsha, sharing her heart broken story, how Ted neglects her, makes her feel
inadequate and screams at her when they argue. Marsha feels so outraged for her friend and
calls Ted an asshole!!! Two days later Ted sends Nicole a love letter. She has been waiting all her
life to receive a love letter like this.
When Marsha comes home, Nicole left her a note to say she’s made up with Ted and has gone
home.
Back at Nicole & Ted’s place, Nicole tells Ted that Marsha said he was an "asshole". Ted is
outraged and tells Nicole that no-one understands their love and that if Marsha was a true
friend she would have encouraged her to stay with him. And just like that Ted becomes the
rescuer, Marsha the persecutor and Nicole remains the Victim.
The truth about these roles are clearly stated by transactional analyst Claude Steiner :

“... the Victim is not really as helpless as the feel, the Rescuer is not really
helping, and the Persecutor does not really have a valid complaint” (4)

SELF-AWARENESS JOURNAL EXCERCISE
Can you identify your “knee-jerk” role? Which role do you play when you are under
stress, or in a conflicting situation?

Think about the last drama you were involved in, can you identify the roles of the
game players?
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chapter 3

Sovereign
Living
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sovereign living
What is sovereignty?
I choose to define sovereign as self governance. This means you are self aware, and liberated by a
way of being which is embodied by self accountability. Knowing and living by an empowered
state of being, the captain of your ship.
Acknowledging that every choice of thought and thus consequent behaviour is in your hands.
This is your point of power, and from this centered space you can choose to engage in drama or
not. You can choose to experience a life of joy, peace and sustainable thriving or not. We can not
always choose what happens to us, but we can choose how we will respond to it.
It is entirely up to you.

WHO DO YOU CHOOSE TO EMBODY?

It all starts with the powerful liberation of practicing accountability.

WHAT DOES ACCOUNTABILITY MEAN?
We can only change that which we acknowledge. Taking accountability means owning our
behaviour full stop. The second we start explaining and justifying we have reverted back into
denial. It is the powerful act of vulnerably saying: " Yes, I did this. I am sorry. I will correct this
behaviour." In this one acknowledgement, you are cultivating trust, earning self-respect and
teaching loved ones you are reliable and living integrity. It takes one moment of discomfort which
yields a lifetime of true connection.
This experience can be deeply healing, empowering and expand our sense of self-awareness. This
process of personal growth requires a reasonable amount of time in self-reflection, contemplation
and the courage to face the cold harsh truth. Our behaviour is what reflects our hearts’ truth, not
the words we write or speak.
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sovereignty

Choose it.
She made a promise
TO HERSELF TO

hold

HER OWN WELL-BEING

Sacred

Practice it.
Live it.

Decide right now, with the power of your Divine Free Will to set an intention for your life.
Surround yourself and your space with a circle of Lumnious Light, and declare an intention for it.
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Sovereign Living
How can we cultivate it?
8 HEALTHY HABITS OF THE EMOTIONALLY EMPOWERED SOVEREIGN QUEEN
1. CHOOSING TO RESPOND VS REACT
The drama queen flies straight into reaction, a defensive strategy rooted in her wounded self.
The Sovereign Queen, who has worked through her wounding, takes a moment of reflection
and responds appropriately to any potential hook into a drama triangle.
When we chose to react impulsively to a challenging interaction, we may leave that experience
feeling ashamed, guilty, resentful and generally emotionally upset.
On the other hand, if we chose to resolve a conversation or conflict, it may feel uncomfortable at
the time to be honest, authentic and engage from a healthy self awareness, yet we will
ultimately feel at peace, since we have chosen to handle the situation with integrity and respect.

2. KNOW THYSELF
Having a clear, strong sense of who you are gives you an anchor point to live effortlessly,
gracefully in the flow of life and drama-free. When we have a clear sense of our value system, it
is easy for us to behave in alignment with the boundaries which cultivate those values.
If one of your values is honesty, it is easy for you to set a boundary with people who lie, deceive
and manipulate.
The Sovereign Queen does not tolerate this behaviour in her life. She views and treats her life as
a sacred space. You will choose not to engage with people who behave in this manner and if you
come across someone who does, you will assertively, confidently and calmly call them out and
move on. The empowered Goddess knows her value, accepts praise, loves and respects herself
and therefor all those around her.

3. UPHOLD BOUNDARIES EFFORTLESSLY
The Sovereign Queen is luminously clear her limits and expansion points. She says No with an
assertive, confident tone. She knows that No is a full sentence and that she has no need to
explain why or justify her choices.
The drama Queen has no sense of boundaries, its all about her, all the time, everywhere, no
matter if it interferes with another's schedule, their feelings or private space.
Ever tried to have an argument with someone who doesn’t argue back? It does take two to
tango.
Upholding the boundaries of your value system, is effortless to someone who knows who they
are, what they stand for and what they don't stand for. We teach people how to treat us by
allowing certain behaviours to take place in our environment. We always have a choice. We can
choose to allow it, or not. Ultimately, a boundary is an invitation to meet you in your sacred
space with respectful behaviour
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Sovereign Living
How can we cultivate it?
8 HEALTHY HABITS OF THE EMOTIONALLY EMPOWERED SOVEREIGN QUEEN
4. SPEAK YOUR TRUTH
The Sovereign Queen calls on her courage to speak her truth with Love and respect. She refuses
to people please, in order to get approval from others. She will simply say no when it does not
resonate with her.
In the beginning this takes courage. She chooses not to engage in the drama triangle, she
chooses not to enable the victim by giving her sympathy, she chooses not to praise the rescuer
for effortful “helping”, she chooses not be bullied by the persecutor.
She stands anchored in her power, guarding it with reverence and does not give it away.
Speaking your truth means that the receiver may not appreciate it and reject you for it. When
we are anchored in our own truth, we will not take this reaction personally and we will also not
project our own insecurities on to another either.
The most powerful place to be truthful, is in the mirror.

5. CONTEXTUALIZED PERCEPTION
Seeing the whole picture, the full truth, the entire story. The Sovereign Queen sees what is and
not how she would like things to be.
She knows that there are chaos creators in this world and so she is vigilant in trusting her
intuition. She confidently asks questions and investigates facts & figures if she feels something
is amiss.
She does this without paranoia, passive aggression nor negatively charged emotions. She
investigates from a space of empowerment not fear. Being able to see challenges or conflicting
situations in their full context gifts you the insight of the behaviour patterns playing out.
Once we can unpack the underlying truth of the experience, we can respond appropriately.

6. EMBRACING CHANGE
Being open to change means that we are willing to step out of our comfort zone to grow
personally, expanding our awareness and compassion.
The Sovereign Queen deals with the truth. She is able to dive into the depths of her emotions,
embrace her shadows and fears and alchemize them into the gifts of compassion, peace, love,
acceptance, inspiration and integrate them into living wisdom.
Change is often associated with loss, yet at the same time, we are also gaining new insights and
new ways of being, which opens up doors we never even imagined were there.
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Sovereign Living
How can we cultivate it?
8 HEALTHY HABITS OF THE EMOTIONALLY EMPOWERED SOVEREIGN QUEEN
7. APPLIED KNOWLEDGE
The Sovereign Queen has learnt from life’s experiences, up-skilled herself through personal and
spiritual growth work and is living an authentic life.
She knows that the only measure of her authenticity are her choices of behaviour. It is easy to talk
the talk but the reality is in walking the walk.
She has integrated all that she has learnt and acknowledges that she will continue to learn and
grow. Through leading by example she inspires others to live and express their authentic selves
too.

8. TRUSTING INTUITION
In our current world manipulative characters are abound and love to play the drama game. It is
no longer a question of who but rather when. A confident Sovereign Queen trusts her Intuition,
her first instinct, without second guessing and proceeds to investigate.
Asking the pertinent questions will save you from entering the drama triangle and being a
manipulators prey.

As Maya Angelou so aptly said:

"When someone shows you who they are, believe them.”
When we come from a centered place, in which we are anchored in our worthiness and
authentic power, we can ask questions and evaluate whether we want to engage any connection
further. When an empowered Goddess discovers that a person, situation or encounter is imbued
with manipulation and untruths, or that she is dealing with a con-man or woman, instead of
engaging in the drama game, she simply calls it and gracefully walks away.
When we choose sovereign living we create a ripple effect in our worlds. Besides the increased
energy, boosted self-esteem and peace we experience, we also invite our loved ones, colleagues
and acquaintances to meet us as empowered Goddesses or in their adult ego states (5) In this
way we contribute to cultivating a culture of peaceful conflict resolution, authentic connection
and expand our self awareness and personal growth.

JOURNAL REFLECTION EXERCISE:
How often do you really speak your truth? What is holding you back?
Which of these 8 characteristic do you need to develop, enhance or embrace in your life?
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Quick
reference
guides
how to say no to drama
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quick reference guides
the perpetuating cycle of drama

It starts with having an experience, i.e. a phone call, a misunderstanding, a conflict or a delay. T
his triggers unresolved emotions for us.
At this point we have a choice, either
1) we resolve these feelings or
2) we choose to step into the Victim, Rescuer, or Persecutor role in order to resolve the tension.
Once we’re in the triangle the other game players will react, escalating the emotions which will
evoke the need for crisis management.
Then we’ll switch roles e.g. from R to P and have an emotional reaction and circle around and
around.
This rollercoaster rush of adrenaline, the attention and negative ego pay-off of this toxic triangle
can be highly addictive.
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quick reference guides
the perpetuating cycle of drama

Women often betray one another by not holding confidence. It is one of the worst habits we
hold which perpetuates the cycle of toxic drama. Having third party conversations will always
lead to drama. This behaviour stems from limiting beliefs, old wounding and the negative ego.
It's time to let this old structure go, time to be accountable for your energy, forgive yourself
and others for this behaviour, and Be the embodiment of who we truly are....
Sacred Feminine practice is holding sacred space for each other.
Let us create a new way of being with one another. One in which we practice holding sacred
space.
One in which we practice stepping into sisterhood with authenticity, grace, dignity and heartcentred leadership.

"If it's not your story to tell, you don't tell it ".
- Iyanla Vanzant
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quick reference guides
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quick reference guides
Sovereign Queen Living
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bonus
Healthy Boundary Tools
HOW TO SET BOUNDARIES WITH EMOTIONALLY DRAINING PEOPLE
AKA EMOTIONAL VAMPIRES.

Emotional vampires are all around us. These are people who drain the positive energy right out of
us. In order for us to reclaim our power from these interactions, it is beneficial to understand the
psychology behind the character.
This is especially helpful for people who deeply empathise with others.

At the root of this behaviour is a deep seated wound which they are trying to fill the
void through projecting it outwards and attempting to take life-force or emotional
energy from you.
We all know one and we can not hide from them all the time. The most empowering solution is
to boundary-up-skill yourself in learning how to we deal with them?
Dr. Judith Orloff, a clinical professor of psychiatry at UCLA has identified 5 signs to know you’re
dealing with an emotional vampire.
Pay close attention to how you feel after you’ve finished a call; an office interaction; a meeting; or
a social visit with someone.

1. Your eyes get really heavy, and you feel like you need a nap.
2. Your mood drops and you feel heaviness.
3. You want to binge on carbs or comfort foods. ( Science shows a
surprising link between stress and which snacks you crave.)
4. You feel anxious, depressed or pessimistic.
5. You feel put down.

We can’t avoid these emotionally draining people, but we can learn how to manage them
through effective boundary setting and compassionate communication.
This in turn will keep our own emotional well-being safe.
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bonus Healthy Boundary Tools
HOW TO SET BOUNDARIES WITH EMOTIONALLY DRAINING PEOPLE
THE NARCISSIST
The term "Narcissist" has become a buzz word in our world today. We read about it in almost
every pseudo-psychological blog. The truth is that personality disorders are all on a spectrum.
We can all be self-absorbed at times. The key distinction is the capacity for empathy.
It's hard for a narcissist to value or see your perspective. They have a me-first attitude. The
narcissist has limited capacity to empathise with you, as their world-view revolves around them.
When they don’t get their way they become cold, withdrawn or often punishing.
An example would be a relationship which is not reciprocal.

HOW TO MANAGE IT:
See what is, not what you want to see.
Keep your expectations realistic. You can’t expect much reciprocity from someone who
does not have the capacity to take your needs into account. Most importantly never link
your self-esteem or self-worth with their approval.
I often work with women in corporate jobs who have a boss that is a narcissist and the best
way to communicate with them is to frame what you’re communicating in a way which
will benefit them.
If they’re asking you for something and you don’t want to do it, say:
“You know what, I’m not able to help you right now, can you give me a week and then I’ll
give you what you want.”

THE VICTIM
"Poor me' paradigm. When you give advice they say; “Yes but”. They externalise responsibility,
their pain is everyone else’s fault.

HOW TO MANAGE IT
Do not take on their emotional baggage. You want to set kind and firm boundaries.
An example of responding to the ad nauseam story "I only have 5 minutes to talk to you,
we’ve spoken about this about 10 times before, lets talk about something else."
Set clear boundaries, so they don’t suck the life out of you! If they get offended. That’s ok.
Boundaries will offend some people, but your job is to protect your own emotional wellbeing and not to make everyone else around you happy.
It's okay to get a reaction like : "WHAT?" Because they are out of line by continuing to
suck the life out of you and trying to take your energy.
You could follow this boundary up with : " I know you are in pain, and that you are feeling
upset, but I can’t really talk to you about this anymore, so let me know when you are
ready to talk about solutions."
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bonus Healthy Boundary Tools
HOW TO SET BOUNDARIES WITH EMOTIONALLY DRAINING PEOPLE
THE CONTROLLER
The controller tells you what to feel and what to do. You know you’ve spent time with a controller
when you leave their company or even in their company you feel invalidated.

HOW TO MANAGE IT:
You don’t want to tell a controller what to do, this is fuel to the fire.
So if someone wants to micro manage you and you feel as if your creative spirit is crushed
you could say : “Thank you for your suggestion, I will consider it” and then do whatever you
want.
Controllers often focus on how things are getting done, instead of what is getting done
(the results). In communication with controllers, you want to stick to the important issues
only. Don’t get stuck in a power struggle (or dick measuring contest!) there is no resolution
here.
Stick to the important issue at hand and set boundaries there.

THE SWITCHA-RO'ER
The "switcha-ro-er" will flip on you. One moment you’re "my best friend" or "my favourite
daughter" and then when they feel crossed the fangs come out, looking for blood. They get
really angry fast and feed off the charged emotion of anger, both their own and yours. In essence
its a back and forth flip between idealising and rage.

HOW TO MANAGE IT
Stay emotionally neutral.
If they’re coming at you, you don’t react. Instead respond in a neutral way.
They are trying to trigger you into reaction of anger or rage. Another strategy they have is to
pull you into the drama triangle, by telling one person one thing and another something
else, by setting people up against each other.
Don't take the bate! Do not take sides or get sucked into the drama triangle.

To improve your relationships and increase your energy levels, I suggest taking an inventory of people
who give you energy and those that drain you. Try to spend time with the loving, nurturing people in
your life and learn to set limits with those who drain you. This will enhance the quality of your life
tremendously!
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bonus Relationship Audit
CLEANING HOUSE TO KEEP IT SACRED

The starting place is to get really, honest with yourself. See what is, instead of what you would like
to see. If you see ‘potential”, you may wait forever to experience the realisation of it.
You can complete the audit below in numbers or descriptive words or both. Do what works for you
in order for you to illuminate the truth of these relationship dynamics in your world. We are also in
relation with food, money, habits, etc. Feel free to expand your audit to include these categories.
Clarifying columns of your audit:

INPUT

How much time, energy and effort do you invest in this relationship? Is it reciprocated?

OUTPUT

How is it working for you? How do you feel after interacting with this individual? Do you feel
drained, not good enough, belittled or inspired, valued, and loved?

CAPACITY

Does this person have the capacity to grow, evolve or change? Do they display the ability for selfreflection or self-awareness? Can they take responsibility for their own actions or do they blame
others? Are they stuck in an unconscious pattern of unhealthy relationship dynamics without the
willingness to change the pattern?

TRUE COST

How much does this relationship really cost you? How much of yourself do you sacrifice? Do you
give up your dreams, goals, vision, opinion, insight and defer to theirs? Do you give away your
power, dignity, energy, time, freedom to be yourself?

HOW TO MANAGE IT
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bonus Relationship Audit
CLEANING HOUSE TO KEEP IT SACRED

Now that you are clear on who and what drains your energy, who uplifts you and which
relationships are reciprocated, which ones you want to nurture more, you can start to draw the
boundaries of engagement with each one.
Decide how much you want to emotionally investment in each category.
Clarifying circles of engagement:

INNER CIRCLE

The relationships you want to nurture, invest more in, be more authentic with, lean into trust more.

NETWORK

The relationships which are related to work. Nurture, you want to be more reliable, show up in
terms of your gifts and talents, be discerning with sharing personal inappropriate information.

ACQUAINTANCES

We can be kind, respectful, engaging and amicable with people on the periphery of your lives. We
do not need to reserve these qualities only for the ones in our inner circle of trust.
We do monitor our emotional investment with relationships on the periphery, and choose not to
share vulnerable stories with them.

RELEASE

These relationships have run their course. You can thank the person for the lessons, bless and
release them. In this way you make space for new connection who are in alignment with your
values.

HOW TO MANAGE IT

You matter. You have a right to your feelings. A right to your perception. A right to express your truth.
You have a right to protect your emotional, mental, physical & psychological well-being.
Give the little girl within permission to use her Voice! And thrive!
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about the author

Mentor, Counsellor & Founder of Catalyst
Facilitation Training

I'm a Truthteller - Alchemist - Creative. A lover
of Nature, Myth & Story. I find solace at the
roots of trees, pearls of wisdom in the night
sky, compassion in witnessing the
courageous human spirit, and unconditional
love in the connection with animals.

My name is of Hellenic origin meaning “freedom or liberty”. The process of liberating your
mindset, heartscape and reclaiming your authentic self is the heroine’s journey which I facilitate.
I stand for women who have found themselves in a place where they feel unfulfilled, stuck in
their career, lost in love, can’t find motivation or feel lackluster.
I stand for women to embody their authenticity and reclaim what they really want. Whether it is
thriving relationships, fulfillment, and meaningful work, free expression of who you truly are so
that you can build a life which reflects your personal truth, purpose and power.
Teaching the inner work and skills required to Master Healthy Boundaries has been a recurring
topic in both my private sessions with women, and in group seminars, over the course of more
than a decade. The results of this powerful, life-altering practice is so deeply valuable, that I was
inspired to create a comprehensive Masterclass Course.
This masterclass is a compilation of tried and tested techniques and tools which teaches you the
“HOW to” stop people from trampling over you; to get out of overwhelm no matter what your
circumstances are; and to take back control of your life, so you can live and thrive without
resentment.
Focusing souley on the core underlying issues which prevent or block us from setting healthy
boundaries, and the know how to maintain and honour our boundaries, so that we can live our
best lives.
Looking forward to sharing the freedom, connection and compassion mastering the art of
boundaries gifts us with you!
Luminous Love,
Eleftheria
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ready to dive in & Rise?

Mastering the Art of Boundary setting and upholding are the keys to experiencing personal
freedom, clarity, and thriving relationships.
Clearly setting and maintaining boundaries can make or break a relationship, loveship or career.
Often we are unclear about what boundaries actually are, and unaware of how mastering this skill
can radically transform our lives in the direction of heart-centered living, loving and leading.
In the absence of clearly defined boundaries, chaos thrives.

AT THE END OF THIS SEMINAR YOU WILL

WHAT ATTENDEE'S HAVE SAID
ABOUT THE CLASS

Get clarity on what is and is not Ok with you.

Thi co
is a co l
Gam Cha r!

Discover why you have boundary struggles and
learn how to overcome it.
Learn how to set boundaries
with ease, grace and clarity.
Learn how to manage boundary bullies and
energy vampires.
Learn effective communication tools for having
the hard conversations.
Learn how to stop abandoning yourself for the
sake of others.
How to start living, loving and leading from
your authentic self
– because how can others love you authentically if
they don’t know you authentically?

Eve n is te n me ho ca
an co d I ha be
.
I ha do ma pe n
de p e t co s, bu t i on
ha ma t e bi s im t - in
al ar of m li .
Hav t e ha co r i n is
so mu e s e no t a I ha
t e to . I
ha ne fe t i f e be .

This masterclass is also available in an online format. If you would like to find out more, send
inquiries to hbm@eleftheria.co.za

Read more about the MASTERCLASS program, costs, and booking Here.
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